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The Group revised the scope notes of the classes E1 through E8. Since these are fundamental concepts of the CRM, enough time was devoted to discuss formulation alternatives.

Scope note E1 CRM Entity:
Decision: Accepted after revision

Scope note E2 CRM Entity:
Decision: Accepted after revision

Scope note E3 CRM Entity:
Decision: Accepted after revision

Scope note E4 CRM Entity:
Decision: Accepted after revision

Scope note E5 CRM Entity:
Decision: Accepted after revision

Scope note E6 CRM Entity:
Decision: Accepted after revision

Issue: Should range of P13 be E18 Physical Stuff instead of E19 Physical Object? If not revisit E6 scope note.
**Issue**: Check date of Lisbon earthquake

**Scope note E7 CRM Entity**:  
**Decision**: Accepted after revision

**Scope note E8 CRM Entity**:  
**Decision**: Accepted after revision

**Issue**: E81 scope note: remove "causes" and insert "result"

**Issue**: Check introduction uses correct terms when talking about the ordering of properties (i.e. domain-range declaration order)

**Issue**: Add to introduction that examples of sub-classes are annotated with the sub-class "E" number

**Issue**: Verify Peterhof Palace restoration dates